SUPERSTORE

Integrated 2 Way Radios
and mobile devices help
associates regulate
optimum capacity

Sensor counts customer
entrance and exit flow to
ensure optimum capacity

Capacity alerts play over
speaker or PA system

Simple Red or Green light
notifies customer when
they can enter

Shopping as we know it has changed.

Social distancing is now paramount to a successful shopping experience, for both customer and retailer. It is incumbent
on store associates to manage defined customer capacity at all times. Rather than have an associate stand outside all day,
an automated system is more cost-effective, efficient, and beneficial.
LNL Systems’ Capacity Alert automatically tracks customers entering and exiting a location and triggers a message when
occupancy levels have been met. Associates will be alerted through various methods including two way radios, overhead
speakers, PA systems, mobile devices, and more. A red flashing light or display message can notify customers that it is not
okay to enter. Once capacity levels reach a lower limit a second alert can trigger, and the customer light will turn green
signifying it is ok to enter.
TM

Real-Time Data for Your Customers

Customer count and capacity information can be integrated with website data offering customers a view into the
occupancy levels at a nearby store based on past and present data.

COMPLIANCE I

COMPLIANCE II

OPTIMUM COMPLIANCE

DOOR SENSOR
OVER HEAD SPEAKER

DOOR SENSOR
SMARTHUB LITE (PA INTEGRATION)

SMARTHUB

DOOR SENSOR
ALERTS CAN BE SENT TO:

PA /SPEAKER

call 877.456.5797 or email us at
CAPACITY@LNLSYSTEMS.COM
LNLSYSTEMS.COM/CAPACITYALERT

ADD TWO-WAY RADIOS
MOTOROLA DIGITAL RADIOS
& CHARGER
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RED/GREEN CAPACITY LIGHT
DISPLAYS
*ADDITIONAL
FEATURES

To schedule a FREE consultation

EMAIL / SMS

TWO WAY RADIOS
& MOBILE DEVICES

> PEOPLE COUNTING
> CAPACITY PERCENTAGE
> ONLINE ORDER ALERT
> CURBSIDE PICKUP ALERT
> REMOTE MANAGEMENT
> REPORTING

